ON THE HOMOLOGY OF A FIXED POINT SET
185 tionships are to be discussed elsewhere [9] . Here there will be given a global formula for 0*(g) analogous to the Lefschetz trace formula, and it will be applied to obtain, in a special case, information about the Cech homology of Fix g which is a homotopy invariant of g.
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1. The generalized Lefschetz formula. Let g be nondegenerate on 0 = XXT and let K be a. compact subset of X which contains the image of g. Since X is an ANR(ikf) the inclusion i:K<ZX induces a homomorphism of Cech homology groups, i*, which has a finite dimensional image (coefficients are always taken in a fixed field Q). Choose for each w^Oa finite basis {i*(Zi) }y for the image of (i*)n, and let {zi}y be a family of linearly independent elements of the Cech cohomology H n (X) orthonormal to {i*(zi)}y. Then for any Z m ÇzHm(T) and each i*(Z j n ) there is a unique expression K. An orientation is chosen for R n and this determines [2 ] a funda- .
As a consequence there exists a homomorphism
[(*-g) XgF]*oi*o(0FX -):H*(T, T Q )-*H*[(R«, R" -{O}) X F]
which is defined to be the inverse limit of the system of homomorphisms (Fix g' \0' ) and 0*(g X g' \0 X 0') = 0*(g|O) ® 0*(g' |0'). 
Naturality (in T). Suppose that g is nondegenerate on OCX XT

is a homotopy. It is said to be nondegenerate on OCX XT if the map (#, t, s)->g s (x, t) is nondegenerate on OXI, and its^x^J /w#/ set is F = Cl(U.Fix g.| 0). Let V.Fix g s \ OCF be inclusion. Then (io)*o6*(go\0) = (ii)*o0*(gi|O).
Next to the existence of a global index, the commutativity property provides one of the most important aids to the computation of a fixed point index, and one which also enables one to extend 0* to ANR(ikf) spaces X. In Theorem 2 is given a form of this property sufficient to accomplish this extension, using the techniques of [2] for Euclidean neighborhood retraits and of [3] , [12 The simplest case (case 1) occurs when r is an orthogonal projection of R n ' onto R n . This case is computational and left to the reader. Case 2 is when n'^n and r is inclusion of R n ' in R n . This is reducible to case 1 by a homotopy go (h s Xl), O^sgl, where h s :R n ->R n , O^s^gl, is the linear homotopy of the identity to the orthogonal projection of R n to R n '. The homotopy property thus obtains case 2. In the general case one may assume that X and X 1 are closed polyhedral neighborhoods in R n and R n ' of K and K', respectively, which do not contain the origin. The mapping cylinder Z r of r is the set in R n @R n ' of points either of the form x®0 or of the form r(x') © (1 -a)x', x'E-X 7 , 0 Sa S 1. Likewise the mapping cylinder Zj is denned and is contained in Z r . Now g and j o gorXl have the obvious extensions to Z r (and to a neighborhood of Z r since the latter is an ANR) and these extensions are homotopic by the linear homotopy that moves K to K' through Zy. By homotopy and case 2, Theorem 2 is proven. is the identity of H*(K). Invoking naturality again, it follows that &HK is an epimorphism. But H*(V, V-K) and H* (K) have the same dimension (Poincaré duality). Thus i7*(F, V-K)®H*{K) and Horn (H*(K), H*(K)) have the same finite dimension and ®HK must be an isomorphism. But © is a natural transformation implying then that © is a natural equivalence, as claimed.
Let K be a polyhedron in R 1 , and let dXirK'*(V, F-K) ->(JR n , R n -{o})XK be defined by dXTc K {x } y) = (x-y, y). Let A:
